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Once the casualty is
located, treated and
transported to hospital,
it’s all over, isn’t it? I
think we’ll all agree
that, in some cases,
that’s only the start.

There are companions to get off
the hill, in some cases witnesses
to get safely to the police and, in
the worse cases, there are friends
and relatives of the recently
deceased to get off the hill.

One of the hardest things we
have to deal with is the family and
friends of the serious or fatally
injured or ill. The situation is
complicated by the fact they may
also be considered witnesses to a
death, and potential crime, as are
team members. We can also have
relatives arriving at base before an
incident is concluded. 

The strategy we have developed
to cope with this is to comfort,
inform, support. It is effective at
all levels – from the friends of a
casualty with an ankle fracture,
through to the partner of a fatal
accident victim. We are fortunate
to have plenty of space, including
what can only be described as a
mortuary, and a separate lounge,
isolated from operations, to allow
the nitty-gritty to be dealt with
without having to worry overly
about what is seen and heard by
non-team members. This allows
the team to continue the business
of repacking, completing logs,
brewing up, and blowing off the
stress of the event!

The system we have developed
over many years of experience
started with the local vicar.
Traditionally an occupation used to
dealing with people at times of
personal crisis, including illness

and death, he embraced the role.
He was an active team member
well in to his 70s, before gracefully
retiring to the end of a phone. He
still lives in Langdale and just used
his natural gift for dealing with
people. More recently the team
benefited from contact, via an
existing team member, with a
woman who has a vast experience
of people in crisis, an MPh in
Psychology, and a calming,
peaceful presence.  She was
quickly ‘embraced’ – read co-opted
– to take on the role of ‘carer’. As
someone not directly connected
with the stress of the rescue, she
is able to take over the care of the
new casualties, having been fully
briefed as to the circumstances.

With her help, we were able to
analyse what we were doing, write
it down and formalise it.

While life is at risk, we travel as
fast as we can – consistent with
safety.

We do not slow down if
it sounds as if the
casualty has already
died because...
! We must do our best to help the
casualty survive, even when the
chance is slight.
! Relatives need to know that we
did our best and everything
possible was done.
! An accompanying relative may
now be at risk.

If death on the hill is certain, and
circumstances permit (ie. no one
is in any further danger) then we
will usually mark the event with a
moment’s silence or a few
appropriate words (appendix 1).
These are chosen by those
present from a laminated card in
one of our response bags, on the
basis of what people feel

comfortable with. Sometimes
silence is the way forward.
Whichever is chosen, it helps
relatives enormously, often being
commented on as the overriding
memory of the event by
companions of the deceased. It is
also clearly of benefit to team
members, slowing down the
process, reminding people that we
are still dealing with a human, and
bringing decorum to what may
have been a frantic and stressful
resuscitation attempt. The words
are deliberately non-religious,
chosen with help from the
Humanist Society, and significantly,
making no presumptions about
any religious beliefs of those
present.

One thing we encountered in
2009 was uncontrolled use of a
mobile phone. When we arrived at
the scene to find the casualty
obviously fatally wounded, and his
two companions already with the
body, having down-climbed to
him, they were on the verge of
telling his wife. We felt we needed
to stop this, and stepped in to gain
control of the process. This only
delayed the process by ten
minutes or so, but made certain
that information was accurate and
passed on by an appropriate
person. In the process of getting
the dead man’s friends off the hill
we were the accompanied by
repeated calls back to the two
friends, announced by a macabre
laughing ringtone... a very surreal
experience!

Preparations to evacuate a body
should be carried out quietly and
respectfully. Placing anyone else in
a position of danger isn’t
acceptable. However, any decision
not to evacuate a body there and
then should not be taken lightly.
Friends and relatives won’t like the
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body being abandoned, neither
will the police but, if conditions are
too dangerous, then it may be the
only option.

A ‘carer’ is appointed to escort
each friend/relative off the hill.
Some people have a natural gift
for this; others avoid it like the
plague. It’s a job probably better
delegated to an experienced
volunteer, rather than a conscript.
The decision to tell people on the
hill of a death is also not clear-cut.
Reactions can vary hugely, but as
well as keeping people informed,
you still need to get them off the
hill. Use of ‘old-school’ terms such
as ‘passed away’ should be
avoided. Experience suggests the
simple term, ‘sorry, but your
friend/relative/partner has died.
Brief, to the point, and almost
impossible to misunderstand... 

We have also made a conscious
decision to do away with radio
‘code’ words for death. Condition
0, Foxtrot, Delta, whatever. ‘The
casualty has died.’ If the
information needs to be
transmitted by radio, then it should
only be done once people on the
hill are aware. If it needs to be
transmitted without others
knowing, then consider a mobile
phone. It’s a difficult thing to have
to do at the best of times, without
risking cocking it up. Generally we
do tell people on the hill that a
casualty has died. This is a
moment that’s going to stay with
someone for a very long time and
have profound impact on the rest
of their lives. No pressure then!
The carer stays with the casualty
until they get off the hill when, if
possible, they are handed over to
our non-hill going specialist. If she
isn’t available, then the carer cops
for the next stage as well. Reaction
to the news can vary enormously,

but despite the obvious shock,
bewilderment, guilt, etc, people
are rarely incapable of being
escorted safely off the fell. If it’s
your job, be prepared for an
emotional journey!! Don’t be afraid
of physical contact. Think how
much you might want a hug in
these circumstances.

The role of the carer is to 
co-ordinate and provide physical,
emotional and practical support for
the family friend or next of kin of
the deceased (or casualty) from
incident site (hill) and at base and
until such support is no longer
necessary.

The carer will...
! Obtain all available relevant
information.
! Go to the fell or direct to base to
meet the casualty on arrival.
! Ensure that required contact is
maintained between the deceased
and relative or friend through all
necessary transitions.
! Assist relatives to make all
required necessary phone calls to
inform other persons and
organisations.
! Liaise with the police who may
be needing a statement and
formal identification of the
deceased by the relative.
! Try to ensure relatives’ physical
and emotional needs are met
throughout. Liaise with TL if
medical or spiritual help required.
! Ensure the relatives are
transferred into the care of next
phase carer – close friend or
relative.
! Valuables/belongings of
casualty/deceased should be
located. The police generally
retrieve personal items of the
deceased and these are formally
handed over to the relative who

may or may not be able to cope
with the responsibility without
assistance. If necessary, assist
relative in keeping these safe until
handing on to next carer.
! Provide contact number and
details for further support should it
be needed.

The deceased person is often
brought back to our base and
placed in a dedicated room. If
appropriate, identification can be
carried out here. The relatives can
be cared for in ‘relative’s room’.
Both are separate from the main
operations area, so feeding,
cleaning up, drying and repacking
can be carried out without having
to tread on eggshells. Often team
members are able to go home
long before all the legal process
and undertakers business has
been completed, with only a small
number of people still present. A
handful of those directly involved in
the rescue can be of benefit as the
relatives leave, allowing them to
personally express thanks to those
involved. They do seem to gain
some comfort from this.

Things to watch out for
while still on the hill
include changes in
bodily processes
Any, some, none or all of the

following things may be witnessed
to varying degrees:
! blood pressure
! blood vessels dilate
! heart rate
! respiratory rate
! inspiration/expiration ratio
! blood glucose changes

Plus:
! tremors, weakness
! increased muscular tension

Taking care of the relatives
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! dryness of the mouth – decrease
in saliva
! thirst / dehydration
! faintness
! nausea
! feeling very cold/hypothermia
! nervous perspiration (cold
sweat)
! need to urinate frequently
! stomach aches
! overwhelming ‘pain’ of anguish

On an emotional level:
! increased anxiety
! narrow focus of attention
! loss of memory
! sense of urgency
! confusion
! less mature intellectual
functioning
! helplessness
! anger, disbelief, denial
! guilt
! searching 

To summarise,
common reaction 
will be:
! The person is cool and collected
– aware of the situation, able to
evaluate, plan and implement
action(s).
! The person is confused and
experiences paralysing anxiety
with inappropriate responses. 
! The person is stunned and
bewildered. Most commonly, span
of attention is restricted and the
person acts on reflexes and lacks
awareness of subjective feelings or
emotions.

The response to this 
is Comfort, Inform,
Support.
This is done by...
! Being aware of the person’s
physical needs – food, drink,
medicines?
! Allowing the person to express
feelings about the incident.
! Allowing and encouraging the
person to express concerns, anger
and sadness.
! Allowing and encouraging the
person to cry.
! Do not be afraid of physical
contact when appropriate.
! Help the person to differentiate
reality from fiction.
! Give specific, correct and truthful
information in a kind and gentle
way.
! Explain procedures, police
interview, identifying the body,
coroner; why certain things must
be done.
! Seeing is believing –
bereavement can begin with a
gap, seeing the body can be a
help in beginning to acknowledge
the loss. This may be at odds with
police wishes, but should be
possible with some negotiation. Be
aware that injuries may be
unpleasant, as much for team
members as for relatives and
friends, but people can tolerate
quite high levels of this.
! Look for signs of spiritual
distress. It may be appropriate to
find a minister of the appropriate
religion. Keep a list of up-to-date
contacts! Be careful not to impose

your own belief system.
! Provide support.

Appendix 2. is a copy of a letter
written to The Guardian
newspaper, and reproduced with
permission of its author and The
Guardian. While a response at this
level is unusual, it is pretty much
the exact reaction we’re trying to
achieve. It should be pointed out
that it was a local man, so a
personal visit to the family home to
accompany the police with
presenting the bad news wasn’t
such a difficult thing to do.

Credit must be given to
Reverend Graham Hartley, Olena
Beal and members of LAMRT for
the work that has gone into this
approach.

Taking care of the relatives
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Appendices

Let’s take a moment to
share our sadness as we
face the death of our
fellow-climber/walker. We,

who explore the world’s spaces
and test ourselves against nature’s
power recognise the risks; but we
have also known the rewards – the
exultation of a summit reached,
the beauty of a spreading
landscape. For this, our colleague,
these challenges and joys have
ceased.... but we are thankful that
his was a life enriched by his
contact with the changing and
unknowable in our land and we
are sure in the knowledge that he
surely would have changed
nothing.

A Wainwright quote:
‘The fleeting hour of life of
those who love the hills is
quickly spent, but the hills

are eternal. Always there will be
the lonely ridge, the dancing beck,
the silent forest; always there will
be the exhilaration of the summits.
These are for the seeking, and
those who seek and find while
there is yet time, will be blessed in
both mind and body.’

When I have moved
beyond you in the
adventure of life,
Gather in some pleasant

place and there remember me
With spoken words, old and new.
Let a tear or two if you will, but let
a smile come quickly
For I have loved the laughter of life.
Do not linger too long with your
solemnities.

Go eat and talk, and when you can;
Follow a woodland trail, climb a
high mountain,
Sleep beneath the stars, swim a
cold river,
Chew the thoughts of some book
Which challenges your soul.

Use your hands some bright day
To make a thing of beauty
Or to lift someone’s heavy load.
Though you mention not my name,
Though no thought of me crosses
your mind,
I shall be with you,
For these have been the realities of
my life for me.

And when you face some crisis
with anguish.
When you walk alone with
courage,
When you choose your path of
right,

When you give yourself in love,
I shall be very close to you.
I have followed the valleys,
I have climbed the heights of life.

To live is to risk dying
To hope is to risk despair
To try is to risk failure
But risks must be taken,

because the greatest hazard in life
is to do nothing.
The person who risks nothing,
does nothing, has nothing, and is
nothing.
They may avoid suffering and
sorrow,
But they cannot learn, feel,
change, grow, love, live.
Chained by their attitudes, they are
a slave,
They forfeited their freedom.
Only the person who risks can be
free.

Appendix 1: Suitable words

1

2

3
4
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We had seen you in action
before. One sunny afternoon last
year we parked by the drystone
wall at the top of the pass and
scrambled up Side Pike with the
kids. We could see your white
Land Rover parked across the
valley floor. We enjoyed a stunning
view of the rescue helicopter
hovering by the Stickle Tarn cliffs.

My dad was there too, and we
peered at your website on his
laptop later to read about that
callout. There was a nasty rockfall
and a broken leg, it seemed, and
the rotors buzzed a hapless walker
off to the hospital.

You in the mountain rescue team
didn’t get the chopper ride, I’m
sure. I bet you had to walk. To your
families asking, when you got
back, why so many weekend and
summer evenings were broken up
by you disappearing.

A few months later, we met
close-up. My father wasn’t there
with us to watch that time or to
point out the names of the peaks,
or the route of the climbers’
traverse across the screes. But
you were there, and you came to
say you had found him.

Thank you for coming to the
house at midnight to say in the
gentlest way you could that your
team had found my father’s body.

You had done your job already on
the fells. You know you could have
left this news to the policeman,
and gone home to bed.

So, thanks.
Thank you for telling the

newspapers how experienced he
was on the mountains, and
patiently explaining that he was
well-equipped for the wintry
conditions. And thank you for
coming to the inquest, and for
saying those things again. For
bringing out your detailed notes
and GPS coordinates and
explaining what you found – the
rucksack, ice-axe, mp3 player and
him. ‘An accident in its purest
form,’ the coroner concluded, and
my father dead long before you
found him in that snowy gully.

You gave him dignity in his
death, and you were, in a sense,
his last companion. Sometimes, in
the middle of something, I
remember that my father died
quite alone. A sudden noise may
have rung out from high on the
corrie wall, 1,000ft above the road,
but only the Herdwick sheep and
the frost were there to hear. Each
of our warm bodies will cool one
day, and his was chilled to the
temperature of the snow in the
shadow of the setting March sun
when you arrived. Thank you that

he did not stay there alone. Thank
you for the effort you made to
bring him down. 

That was a night of international
phone calls and a long drive
through the dawn. A night to
change my bearing. A night to
start to weigh the family in new
units.

I wonder how you remember that
gloomy Easter night. The empty
car in the layby. Your dog scenting
out on the fells. Quartering the icy
outcrops and scree, until one of
you saw something dark that
wasn’t rock and a shout called out
on the hill, and the team could
stop at last.

I was glad that you came to the
funeral too. My dad had moved to
live among those mountains, and
now his body lies within the glacial
sands and stones that underlie the
churchyard at the foot of the fells.
‘In His hands are the depths of the
earth; the peaks of the mountains
are His,’ says the headstone.

And you’ll be on those peaks
somewhere. Some of you are
probably up there now, searching.

You didn’t achieve your aim that
night; no one could have done so.
But your work magnifies the
beauty of the hills. Thank you.

Appendices
Appendix 2: A letter to Langdale Ambleside MRT.
First published in The Guardian.


